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the longest cycle through specified 
Japan 
(1) Let G be a k-connected graph of order at least 2k and circumference 1. 
Suppose m < k. Then for any m vertices of G, G has a cycle which contains all of 
them and has length at least ((k - m)/k)l+ 2m. 
(2) Let G be a k-connected k-regular graph of order at least 2k and circum- 
ference 1. For any k vertices of G, there exists a cycle which contains all of them and 
has length at least (1/3k)l+ $(k + 2). 
(3) Let G be a 3-connected planar graph with circumference 1. Then for any 
three vertices of G, there exists a cycle which contains all of them and has length 
at least $I+ 3. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Here, we consider finite simple graphs. Let G be a graph. By Dirac’s 
theorem [3] G has a cycle through specified k vertices. In [2] Dirac also 
showed that a 2-connected graph of order n and minimum degree at least 
d has a cycle of length at least min{ yt, 2d). Locke [4] and Voss [7] 
generalized his result by showing that under the same conditions the graph 
has a cycle of length at least min(n, 2d) which contains specified two 
vertices. 
These results lead us to the following question: Does a k-connected 
graph have a long cycle through specified m vertices (m < k)? In this paper 
we investigate this question. 
For basic graph-theoretic terminology, we refer the reader to [ 11. Let G 
be a graph. The circumference of G, denoted by cir(G), is the length of the 
longest cycle of G. We denote by w(G) the number of components of G. 
For k b 0 and S c V(G), we call S a k-cutset if w(G - S) 2 2 and ISI = k. 
We often identify a subgraph H of G with its vertex set V(H). Especially, 
when x is a vertex of H, we write x E H instead of x E V(H). Furthermore, 
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we write 1 HI instead of 1 V( H)I. When we consider a cycle, we always give 
it an orientation. Let C+ be the orientation of a cycle C and C- be its 
reverse orientation. Let C+ = x0, x1, . . . . x, _ 1, x, be a cycle. For xi, Xj E C, 
we define subpaths C+ [xi, Xj] and C-L-xi, Xi] of C by 
‘+ Cxi, xil = xi, Xi+ 1) *.*, Xj- 1, Xj, 
and 
‘- Cxi9 xjl = Xi, Xi- 1, me.) Xj+ 1, Xj. 
We also define C+(Xi, Xj) and C-(xi, xj) by 
‘+txi, xi) = C+ [Xi, Xj] - (Xi, Xj}, 
c - (x f ,  xj) = C- [Xi, Xj] - {Xi, Xj}. 
Furthermore, C+[X~, Xj) = C+[Xi, Xj] - (Xj}. Subpaths C-[xi, Xj), 
C+(xj, Xj], C-(xi, Xj] are defined similarly. Let x1, x2, . . . . x, be a path. 
We denote by end(P) the set of endvertices of P; end(P) = (x,, x,>. Let 
P = Xl, x2, . . . . x, and Q= Y,, y2, . . . . yt be paths such that x, = y,. We 
denote by Pa Q the walk x1, x2, . . . . x, = yl, y,, . . . . yI. 
Let z E V(G) and S c V(G) - (z }. A subgraph F of G is called a (z, S)-fan 
if F has the following decomposition F= us= 1 Pi, where 
(1) each Pi is a path between z and ai E S, and 
(2) PjnS= {ai} and Pin Pj= {z} if i#j. 
We call k the size of the fan F. The vertices a,, . . . . ak are called endvertices 
of F and the set of its endvertices is denoted by end(F), Since F is a tree, 
for any two vertices x, y E F the path in F which joins x and y is unique. 
We denote this path by F[x, y 1. We define F[ x, y ) by F[x, y ) = F[x, y] - 
{ v}. Paths F(x, ~1 and F( x, v) are defined similarly. 
The following theorem is well known, and is called the generalized 
Menger’s theorem. 
THEOREM A [ 1, Theorem 6.71. Let G be a k-connected graph, z E V(G), 
and SC V(G)- {z>. Then G has a (z, S)-fan of size min{ ISI, k}. 
The following theorem was proved by Perfect [S]. 
THEOREM B (Perfect [ 51). Let G be a graph, z E V(G), and 
S c V(G) - {z}. Suppose G has two (z, S)-fans F, and F2 of size k, and k,, 
respectively. If k, < k, , then G has a (z, S)-fan F’ of size k2 such that 
end(F,) c end(F’). 
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We use these two theorems in the proofs of our results. 
First, we show that the existence of long cycles through specified m ver- 
tices in a k-connected graph is assured if m < k. Note that a k-connected 
graph is hamiltonian if its order is at most 2k, by Dirac’s theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let k 2 2,O <m < k, and let G be a k-connected graph of 
order at least 2k. For any m vertices x1, . . . . x, of G, there exists a cycle such 
that 
(1) Xl 9 “‘, x, E V(C), and 
(2) ICI >/((k-m)/k)cir(G)+2m. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on m. Let S = {x1, . . . . xk}. The case 
m = 0 is trivial. For m = 1, let x E V(G), and let C be a longest cycle in G. 
Since 1 Cl > 2k, 
k-l ICI 
-pir(G)+2= ICI -k+2< ICI. 
So we may assume x $ V(C). Now G has an (x, C)-fan of size k. The 
endvertices of F divide C into k paths, and any shortest one P of 
these paths, say P = C+ [u, v] has length at most (l/k) cir(G). So 
C+ [v, u] . F[u, v] is a cycle which contains x and has length at least 
cir( G) 
ICI ---k----+2=ycir(G)+2 
as desired. 
Suppose m > 1, and let C be a longest cycle containing at least m - 1 
members of S. By the induction hypothesis, 
k-m+1 
ICI2 k cir(G) + 2(m - 1) 
k-m 
=-cir(G)+2m+-- 
k 
cir(G) 2 
k 
,k-m 
- cir( G) + 2m. 
’ k 
(*) 
So we may assume that exactly one member x of S does not lie on C. Since 
cir(G) 2 2k, I Cl > 2k. So G has an (x, C)-fan of size k. The endvertices of 
F divide C into k paths. We call such a path bad if it contains some 
member of S internally, and we call it good if it is not bad. Let b represent 
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the number of bad paths, and let L be the sum of lengths of the bad paths. 
Then some good path P = C+ [u, U] has length at most 
ICI -L 
k-b 
(where 1 C( 2 2k and k > m - 1). Keeping (Cl and k fixed, and under the 
conditions L > 2b and b < m - 1, this is maximized when L = 2b and 
b = m - 1. Hence, 
IpI d ICI -w+ 1) 
k-m+1 ’ 
A cycle C+ [u, u] . F[u, U] contains S, and from (*) it has length at least 
lCI-ICI-2’m-1)+2>k-mcir(G)+2m 
k-m+1 ’ k 
as desired. 1 
Theorem 1 is sharp. Let k > 2, s 2 1, and 0 <m <k. Let HO, H,, . . . . Hk 
and H,$ be graphs such that H, N . =. N H, ‘v K,, HO N K,, and HA N K. 
Suppose vertex sets V( H,), . . . , V(H,) and V(Hh) are disjoint. Define 
G(k, m, s) by G(k, m, s) = (H, u ..a u Hk u H,) + HA. Then G(k, m, s) is 
k-connected, I G(k, m, s)l = ks + k + m 3 2k, and cir(G(k, m, s)) = ks + k. On 
the other hand, the length of the longest cycle through V(H,) is 
(k - m)s + k + m. The above example shows that the length of the longest 
cycle through k given vertices in a k-connected graph G is independent of 
cir( G ). However, if we restrict ourselves to k-regular graphs or planar 
graphs, it depends on cir(G). 
First, we consider k-connected k-regular graphs. 
THEOREM 2. Let k > 2 and let G be a k-connected k-regular graph of 
order at least 2k. Then any k vertices of G lie on a cycle of length at least 
(1/3k) cir(G) + f(k + 2). 
Proof. Let x1, . . . . xk E V(G). Let Co be a longest cycle which contains 
Xl, a**, X/c-l, and let I= I CJ. By Theorem 1, 12 (l/k) cir(G) + 2(k - 1). We 
show that there exists a cycle C such that x1, . . . . xk E C and ICI 2 f I+ 2. 
Assume to the contrary that every cycle C containing xi, . . . . xk has 
length less than $I+ 2. We may assume that x1, . . . . xk- i appear in this 
order around Cc. Since I> 3,la i I+ 2. So xk 4 Co. Since 12 k, there exists 
an (x,,C,)-fan Fk of size k. Let li=CO+[xi,xi+l) (l<i<k-1, and we 
consider xk = xi). Let end(F,) = ( y1 ,..., yk}. If IFk n Ii1 > 3 for some i, 
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1 <ibk- 1, let yl, y2, y,EFknli. We may assume yl, y2, y3 appear in 
this order around Cc. Consider two cycles 
and 
c,+ L-Y37 Y21 *&CY29 Y31. 
Then both of them contain (x1, . . . . xk). Since they cover CO, one of them 
has length at least $ I + 2, a contradiction. Therefore, 1 Fk n Ii 1 < 2 for all i, 
1 6 i < k - 1. We get a similar contradiction if 1 Fk n Ii ( = I Fk n I, I = 2 for 
some i and j, i # j. 
By the above argument, we may assume that 
(1) FknZi= {yi+l> (1 <i<k- 1), and 
(2) Yl E c,‘-(Yk, Xl) t CL 1). 
Let D, = C,t [yl, yk] ‘Fk[yk, yl]. Then D, is a cycle, (x1, . . . . xk} cD1, 
and c,+ CYl, Y/J c Dl. 
If yi+l=Xi for some i, 1 <i<k- 1, then consider CO+[xi=yl+l, yi]* 
Fk[y,, yi+ 1]. Then this cycle or D, has length at least i I+ 2. This is a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, yi + 1 ECo+(Xi,Xi+r) for all i, l<i<k-1. Let HI= 
C,u Fk. 
Suppose 1 < i < k - 1 and G has a subgraph Hi satisfying the following 
properties. 
(a) Hi=C~[yi,y,]uF~u(U:~:F~). (When i=l, let C,+[yl,y,J 
mean C,.) 
(b) Each F, is an (x,, CO+[Y~+~, yl] uFku(u::: F,))-fan of size 
k (1 <s<i- 1). 
(c) end(F,)= (yl, . . . . yk) (1 <s<i- 1). 
By properties (a)-(c), 
ci= FICYl, Y21 ’ F2[IY27 Y31 ‘*‘Fi-lCYi-l, Vi1 *c,‘[IYi7 Yll 
is a cycle which contains (x1, . . . . x,+ 1, yl, . . . . yk} u C,‘(yk, yl). 
Let HJ = Hi - C+ ( yi, yi+ 1). Since I HII > k and G is k-connected, there 
exists an (Xi, HI)-fan Fi of size k by Theorem A. By Theorem B, we may 
assume yi, yi+ 1 E end(F,). 
NOW we claim that end(Fi) = (yl, ,.., yk}. Take z E end(F,). Suppose 
z E Fs for some s, 1 ,< s < i - 1. If s $ Fs(x,, yj + 1), then consider. a cycle 
02 = C;c Cyi+ 1, vsl -ILL, us+ 11 
-G+CYs+1, Yi I *J’iCYi, zI *f’sCz, Yi+ 11. 
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If z E Fs(x,, yi+ I), then define D, by 
If zEFk[Xk, yj),j#i+ 1, then define D, by 
D2=c+CYi+17 Yil *FiCYi, zl ‘F/cIIz9 Yi+ 11. 
If zE Fk[xk, yi+ 1), then define D2 by 
D*=ciCYi, Yi+ll’FiCYi+l,zl.FkCz, Yil* 
If z E CT< yj, x~] for some j# i, then let D, be 
D2=c+Cz9 Vi1 ‘FkCYi9 Yjl ec,[Yj, Yi+l] ‘Fi[Yi+13 Z]* 
Finally, if z E CT [xj, yi+ i) for some j # i, deline D, by 
In either case, (x1, . . . . xk) u C,‘(yk, yi) c D,, and hence D, or D, has 
length at least 4 I+ 2. This is a contradiction. 
Assume z~C+(y~, yi)=C,+(y,, yi). Then define D, and D, by 
O3 = ‘+ II’, Yil ‘F/cCYi, Y/cl ’ cz’ CYk9 Yi+ 11 ’ Fi CYi+ 19 zl 
D4=ciCz7 Yi+Il ‘FkCYi+17 Yl] “+[Yl, Yi] ‘Fi[Yi, 2-J. 
Then {xi, . . . . xk)cD3nD4 and CcD, uD,uD,. So one of D,, D3, and 
D, has length at least f I+ 2. This is also a contradiction. Therefore, the 
claim follows. Let Hi + 1 = Hi u Ki. Then Hi + i satisfies properties (a)-(c). 
Therefore, G has a subgraph Hk with properties (a)-(c). Note that Hk 
has a subdivision of J&. However, this implies deg,( yk) = k + 1, which 
contradicts the assumption. Therefore, the theorem follows. 1 
Next, we confine ourselves to planar graphs. Even if we consider only 
planar graphs, the length of the longest cycle through specified two vertices 
in a 2-connected graph is independent of its circumference. Let 
c = x0, Xl, . . . . x, = x0 be a cycle of length m (m > 4). Add a new vertex y 
and join yx, and yx, _ i . Then this graph has circumference m, but the 
unique cycle through y and x0 has length 4. On the other hand, by Tutte’s 
theorem [63 4-connected planar graphs are hamiltonian, and hence the 
length of the longest cycle through four specified vertices in a 4-connected 
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planar graph is equal to its circumference. 
tivity 3, we show the following theorem. 
On a graph of connec- 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a 3-connected planar graph. Then any three 
vertices of G lie on a cycle of length at least a cir(G) + 3. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is given by the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a 3-connected planar graph. Then for any two 
vertices x, y, there exists a cycle C such that 
(1) 4 YE V(C). 
(2) (Cl > i cir(G) + 2. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a 3-connected planar graph, x, y, z E V(G), and let C 
be a cycle of G such that x, y E V(C). Then there exists a cycle C’ such that 
(1) x, Y, ZE VW’). 
(2) IC'I 2; ICI +2. 
Proof of Lemma 1. If G is hamiltonian, then the lemma clearly holds. 
So we may assume that G is not hamiltonian, which implies IGI > 7 and 
cir(G) 3 6. Let C be a longest cycle of G. We consider three cases. 
Case 1. (x, y} c V(C). This case is trivial. 
Case 2. l{x, y>n V(C)/ = 1. We may assume that XE V(C) and 
y & V(C). Consider a ( y, C)-fan F of size 3. Let end(F) = ( y, , yZ, y, >. We 
may assume that y, , y,, and y, appear in this order around C+. If 
XdYl,Y2, Y3), saYx=Y,Y then we have two cycles C+ [x, y2] .F[ y,, x] 
and C- [x, y2] . F[ y2, x], one of which has length at least f 1 Cl + 2 = 
$ cir(G) + 2 and contains both x and y. Next, assume x +! { y, , y2, y3}. We 
may assume x~C+(y,, yi). Then one of the two cycles C+[y3, y2]. 
F[ y,, y3] or C- [ y , , y2] . F[ y2, y i ] has the desired properties. 
Case 3. {x, y} n V(C) = @. F’ n-s , t we show the following claims. 
CLAIM 1. Suppose there exists a path P in G such that 
(I) P joins two distinct vertices of C and P intersects C only at its 
endvertices. 
(2) x, YE VW. 
Then the lemma follows. 
Proof Let a and b be endvertices of P. Then one of the two cycles 
P[a, b] . C+ [b, a] or P[a, b] . C- [b, a] satisfies the desired properties. [ 
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CLAIM 2. Suppose there exist two paths P and Q such that 
(1) W)n W)=0. 
(2) Both P and Q join two vertices of C. 
(3) V(P)n V(C)=end(P) and V(Q)n V(C)=end(Q). 
(4) Vertices of end(P) and vertices of end(Q) appear alternately 
around C+. 
(5) XE V(P) and yE V(Q). 
Then the lemma follows. 
Proof: Let end(P) = ( x1,x2) and end(Q)= (yr, y2}. We may assume 
Xl, Yl, x2, and y2 appear in this order around C+. Then one of the two 
cycles 
C+l%~ YJ -Q[Y,., ~721 .C-Cy,, x21 .p[x,, x,] 
C-C+ ~21 -QCZvz, YJ -C+Cyl, x,1 -pCx,, x,1 
has the desired properties. 
Let end(F,) = { x1, x2, x3 >. We may assume that x1, x2, x3 appear in this 
order around C+. If y E V(F, ), then the theorem follows by Claim 1. 
Suppose y $ V(F,). Let D = C u F,. Let F2 be a (y, D)-fan of size 3. Let 
enW2)= (yl, y2, y3). If end(F,)n(F,-(xl,x2,x3))#0, then the 
lemma follows by Claim 1. So we may assume end(l;,) c V(C). 
CLAIM 3. If(yl,y2, Y~)cC+[X~~X~+~] (ifi=3, weconsiderx,=x,), 
then the lemma follows. 
Proof: We may assume yl, y2, y3 E C+ [xl, x,3 and y,, y2, and y, 
appear in this order around C+. Then 
c+cx3, Yll *F2CY1, Y21’C+IIY2,X23.F1CX2,X3] 
c+c-% Y21 *F,CY,, y31*c+ CY3,X3]-4[x3,-q] 
has the desired properties. 1 
By Claims 1, 2, 3, the only possible case in which the lemma would not 
hold is (xl, x2, x3} = (y,, y2, y3}. We may assume xi= yi (i= 1,2,3). Let 
D’ = D u E;. Since C is a longest cycle, C+ (xl, x2) # 0. Since G is 3-con- 
netted, there exists a path P joining C+(xl, x2) and D’ - C+ [x1, x2] in 
G- {x1, x2}. Let end(P) = (U v>, UEC+(X~,X~), and v~D’-C+[x~,x~]. 
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If u E V(F, ) u V(F,), then the lemma follows by Claim 2. So we may 
assume u E C+(x,, x,]. Then F,, F2, C+ [x1, x2], and P[u, u J - C+ [u, x3 J 
form a subdivision of K,,3. This contradicts the planarity of G. Therefore, 
the lemma follows. # 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let Co be a longest cycle which contains x and y. 
Then 1 Co/ 2 1 Cl. If G is hamiltonian, then Co is a hamiltonian cycle, 
and /Co1 b 4. Hence the result follows. Therefore, we may assume G is 
not hamiltonian, and [G/37. By Lemma 1, IC,Ia&7+225. So 
( CO( b 1 IC,( + 2 >/ 4 (Cl + 2. Hence we may assume z 4 Co. Consider a 
(z, Co)-fan F,. Let end(F,) = (z 1, z2, z3 >. We may assume that zl, z2, z3 
appear in this order around Ct. We consider three cases. 
Case 1. end(F,) c C,+ [x, y] or end(F,) c C,+ [y, x]. We may assume 
1 zl, z2, z3} c Cl[x, y]. Then one of the two cycles C,+[z,, z,] .F1[z,, z,] 
or C$ [z,, z,] . F, [z,, z,] has the desired properties. 
Case 2. One of end(F,) lies on C,‘(y, x) and the other two lie on 
C,+ (x, y). We may assume z 1, z2 E Cz(x, y) and z3 E C,‘-(y, x). Let C1 = 
C,‘[z2,z1].F1[z,,z2]. Then Co--C1=C,+(z,,z2). Let D=C,uF,. By 
Theorems A and B, there exists an (x, D - C,+(z,, z,))-fan F2 of size 3, 
such that zl,z3~end(F2). Let end(F,)= (z,, z3, a>. If aEF1[z, z,) or 
a E F, [z, z2), let 
C2= C&, z31 3Xz3, al -F2Ca, 4. 
If a E F, [z, z,), let 
c2= c,+[z,, z,] -F2Cz3, a] -&[a, z,]. 
If aE C,+(z,, y], let 
C2=C&z31-F1[ 23, ~21. Co- I%, 4 - F2[q, a]. 
If aE C,‘(y, z3), let 
c2= C;b, zd 4h z,] 4[z3, a]. 
Then in either case, Cc (z,, z,) c C2 and either C1 or C2 satisfies the 
desired properties. So the only remaining case is a E Cc (z,, z,]. Let D’ = 
DuF,. 
Next, consider a (y, I>’ - C,+ (z2, z,))-fan F3 such that (z2, z3 > c 
end(Fj). Let end(F,) = ( z2, z3, b}. If b E (F1 - end(F,)) u C,+(z,, zi), then 
the lemma follows by arguments similar to those in the previous 
paragraph. If b E I;;(x, a) u F2(x, z1 ), let 
G=Mb,zJ-C;[z2, z,l -F,Cz,, 4 -F&j, 0 
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If b E F2(x, z,), let 
c,=&Cb,z,l-fX z3,z,l- c, [z2, z,l -F,[z,, b]. 
Then in either case C,+ (z,, z,) c C, and hence either C, or C3 satisfies the 
desired properties. So the lemma follows unless b E Cc [z, , z,). (Possibly 
a= b.) 
Now we consider the case a E Cc (z,, z,) and b E C,+ (z,, z,). If zl, b, a, z2 
appear in this order around Cc, let 
and 
c5=F2[z3, al -c;k Z,] +&, Z2] .cl[Z2, Z3]. 
If zi , a, b, z2 appear in this order around C +, let 
and 
cd = F3[Z2, bl - c, [b, z,] 4[z,, z,] 
Then in either case we have (x, y, z} c C4 n C5, CO c C4 u C,, and hence 
ICJ 2; lC,j +2 or jCsl >i /CO1 +2. So the lemma follows. 
Now, we may assume that a=z, or b=z,. If a=z,, then F,, F2, F3, and 
C& Lb, z1 ] form a subdivision of K3,3. If b = zl, then F1, F2, F3, and 
C,+ [a, z,] form a subdivision of K,,, . Hence both contradict the planarity 
of G. Therefore, the proof in this case is complete. 
Case 3. lb, Y> nenWd)l = IC,‘(x, ~WmW)l = IC,‘(y, 4~ 
end( = 1. We may assume z1 = x, z2 E C,‘(x, v), and z3 E C,‘(y, x). 
Then either 
or 
G=F,Cz,, ~21 -C,+[z,, z,] 
C,= F,[z 1, z3I *c,cz,, 4 ’ 
satisfies the desired properties. 
Therefore, in each case, G has a cycle through x, y, and z of length at 
least f (C,I + 2. 1 
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